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Abstract
Structural health monitoring is an important problem of interest in many civil infrastructure and aerospace applications.
In the last few decades, many techniques have been investigated to address the detection, estimation, and classification
of damage in structural components. One of the key challenges in the development of real-world damage identification
systems, however, is variability due to changing environmental and operational conditions. Conventional statistical methods based on static modeling frameworks can prove to be inadequate in a dynamic and fast changing environment, especially when a sufficient amount of data is not available. In this paper, a novel adaptive learning structural damage
estimation method is proposed in which the stochastic models are allowed to perpetually change with the time-varying
conditions. The adaptive learning framework is based on the use of Dirichlet process (DP) mixture models, which provide the capability of automatically adjusting to structure within the data. Specifically, time–frequency features are
extracted from periodically collected structural data (measured sensor signals), that are responses to ultrasonic excitation of the material. These are then modeled using a DP mixture model that allows for a growing, possibly infinite, number of mixture components or latent clusters. Combined with input from physically based damage growth models, the
adaptively identified clusters are used in a state-space setting to effectively estimate damage states within the structure
under varying external conditions. Additionally, a data selection methodology is implemented to enable judicious selection of informative measurements for maximum performance. The utility of the proposed algorithm is demonstrated by
application to the estimation of fatigue-induced damage in an aluminum compact tension sample subjected to variableamplitude cyclic loading.
Keywords
Structural health monitoring, damage estimation, time–frequency analysis, matching pursuit decomposition, probability
density function, Kullback–Leibler divergence, active data selection, adaptive learning, Dirichlet process mixture, Markov
chain Monte Carlo methods, Bayesian filtering

1 Introduction
Structural health monitoring (SHM) (Farrar and
Worden, 2007; Farrar and Lieven, 2007) is the procedure of implementing a strategy for detecting, estimating, classifying, and predicting damage in engineering
structures. By helping to identify, locate, and quantify
structural damage that can adversely affect the current
and future performance of a system, SHM enables
state-awareness of key structural components and
ensures system reliability and user safety (Farrar and
Worden, 2007). SHM requires non-destructive evaluation (NDE), in situ sensing and learning of characteristic signal features to indicate the presence of structural
damage or degradation. Applications of SHM, especially for civil, mechanical and aerospace structures,

have been receiving significant attention in the scientific
community in the last few decades (Staszewski et al.,
2004; Farrar and Worden, 2007; Farrar and Lieven,
2007).
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In the past, the practice of SHM was confined to the
performing of qualitative visual inspections, offline
laboratory testing, and schedule based maintenance
procedures. That approach is inherently imprecise, and
can lead to inefficiency from delays and possible underutilization of resources or risk of failure from possible
over-utilization. Recently, multidisciplinary interest in
online SHM has replaced those methods by the use of
on-board sensors, advanced signal processing, and statistical anomaly identification techniques, that enable
realtime condition based damage quantification and
structural residual life estimation. A considerable
amount of literature now exists in the fields of mechanical, material, and structural engineering, and signal
processing and statistical analysis, on methodologies
for determining the presence, type, location, and intensity of structural damage (Staszewski et al., 2004;
Farrar and Worden, 2007; Farrar and Lieven, 2007).
Some examples include statistical methods (Doebling
and Farrar, 1998; Farrar et al., 1999), time series analysis (Sohn and Farrar, 2001), statistical pattern recognition (Sohn et al., 2001), impedance based methods
(Park et al., 2003), Fourier component pair analysis
(Gelman et al., 2004b), Bayesian methods (Sohn and
Law, 2000; Nguyen et al., 2004), extreme value statistics (Sohn et al., 2005), support vector machines (Das
et al., 2007), and other advanced time–frequency based
signal processing methodologies (Karasaridis et al.,
1997; Staszewski, 1998; Jeong and Jang, 2000; Sun and
Chang, 2004; Michaels and Michaels, 2005; Yu and
Giurgiutiu, 2005; Taha et al., 2006; Feng and Chu,
2007; Pakrashia et al., 2007; Zhou et al., 2007;
Chakraborty et al., 2008a,b; Channels et al., 2008;
Chakraborty et al., 2009a; Channels et al., 2009; Zhou
et al., 2009a).
Much of the existing work on SHM methods relies
on the use of a ‘training-testing’ paradigm for damage
identification. In this approach, a set of known damage
scenarios is first selected upon which the developed
method is to be trained. The training process then
requires a sufficient amount of data from each damage
scenario to appropriately learn relevant statistical characteristics and avoid model overfitting. In the testing
phase, the method generalizes from the learned training
data to identify the damage for new test data. The performance of the training-testing approach hinges upon
the availability of training data that is representative of
the structural damage classes of interest. In particular,
a key limitation of this strategy is that it cannot be used
to identify previously unseen damage or operate under
variable conditions. Variability arising due to changing
external conditions, including temperature variation
and geometry/configurational changes, affects both
damage evolution and sensor data, and poses a serious
challenge for the reliable identification of structural
damage using conventional statistical methods (Sohn,
2007).

In this paper, we propose a novel adaptive learning
structural damage estimation method (Chakraborty
et al., 2009b) to address the drawbacks of the traditional training-testing based damage identification
schemes. Our approach achieves the desired adaptivity
by leveraging the power of non-parametric Bayesian
analysis techniques (Jordan, 2010a,b). Non-parametric
Bayesian techniques, unlike their parametric counterparts, afford highly flexible stochastic representations
by enabling models with unlimited degrees of freedom
(an infinite number of parameters). Even though the
number of possible parameters may be large for a finite
amount of data, with appropriate stochastic process
priors the model complexity can be managed effectively
in a Bayesian framework for sound inference. In this
work, we make use of a non-parametric Bayesian analysis technique known as Dirichlet process (DP) mixture
modeling (Ferguson, 1973; Blackwell and MacQueen,
1973; Antoniak, 1974; Sethuraman, 1994; Escobar and
West, 1995). The DP induces a prior distribution over
parameters and over partitions of parameter space, that
can be combined with a data likelihood to obtain a statistical mixture model with a countably infinite number
of mixture components, namely the DP mixture model.
The DP mixture model essentially provides a stochastic
description for data with an unbounded number of
mixture components or latent clusters. Due to its
remarkably flexible modeling properties, the DP has
recently found diverse applications, such as target detection (Ni et al., 2007a,b), music analysis (Qi et al.,
2007a,b), protein modeling (Ting et al., 2010), and
speaker diarization (Fox et al., 2011). In this paper, we
utilize DP Gaussian mixture modeling (GMM) to adaptively learn in an unsupervised manner the latent clusters
within periodically collected structural data (guided
wave sensor measurements). Specifically, we first extract
joint time–frequency (TF) (Cohen,1994; Mallat, 1998;
Papandreou-Suppappola, 2002) features from structural
signals to capture dispersive wave physics effects,
and then employ the adaptively identified DP-GMM
clusters in statistical changes therein to monitor structural damage evolving under variable conditions. In
particular, the dynamic clustering in the data is associated with changing damage and/or operating conditions.
The DP-GMM is well suited for this problem, since





it makes no restrictive assumption about a finite
and a priori known number of clusters;
the appropriate number of clusters is learned
automatically from data;
the clusters can change over time with the availability of new data;
the algorithm can be implemented efficiently for
online processing.

This adaptive information is then incorporated into a
state-space setting along with physically based damage
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evolution models, and a Bayesian filter is used to effectively estimate progressive structural damage states
online under varying external conditions. The DPGMM parameters are learned efficiently using Markov
chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) techniques (Gilks et al.,
1996). To our knowledge, such an adaptive clustering
algorithm has never before been integrated into a
sequential Bayesian estimation framework with constantly changing data. Also, the Bayesian filter is modified to use a model for the relationship between
statistical changes in TF information and changes in
damage. In addition, we describe a data selection methodology for intelligently selecting the most informative
measurements to use in the learning process (MacKay,
1992). The data selection procedure is formulated to
select appropriate examples of signals using TF similarity measure features maintained in a first-in-first-out
(FIFO) buffer in order to define a reference for the
detection of statistical changes needed in the adaptive
learning structural damage estimation framework
(Chakraborty et al., 2010). A block diagram of the
adaptive learning structural damage estimation method
is shown in Figure 1. The proposed adaptive learning
method is attractive for real-world SHM applications
because no prior training is necessary and damage can
be estimated in previously unseen conditions. We
demonstrate the algorithm with an application for estimating fatigue crack damage in an aluminum compact
tension (CT) specimen under variable-amplitude cyclic
loading conditions.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we
discuss in detail the proposed adaptive learning

structural damage estimation method, providing
an overview of the theoretical aspects of its various components. Results from application of the method for
fatigue crack damage estimation are shown in Section 3.
This is followed by concluding remarks in Section 4.
Appendices A and B contain details of discretized lognormal and reparameterized negative binomial probability mass functions (pmfs) utilized in the models.

2 Adaptive learning structural damage
estimation method
2.1 TF feature extraction
Guided wave propagation in structures is known to be
a dispersive phenomenon and the wave velocity varies
as a function of the product of frequency and thickness
(Rose, 1999). Since wave propagation velocity translates to time-delay (for a given transmitter and receiver
configuration), the measured sensor signals exhibit
time-varying frequency content. The appropriate tool
for studying such signals is joint TF analysis (Cohen,
1994; Mallat, 1998; Papandreou-Suppappola, 2002).
Furthermore, the presence of damage (e.g. cracks)
affects the wave propagation by introducing additional
scatterers and by changing thickness and causing mode
conversion (Soni et al., 2010). By monitoring the interplay of these variables using TF analysis of the sensor
signals, structural damage can be detected. Note that
damage growth is assumed to occur on a different
(slower) time scale. The use of TF based methods for
SHM has been investigated in Chakraborty et al.

Sensor
measurements

Damage
estimate
D

Timefrequency
(TF) analysis

Reference set
selection

TF statistical
similarity
features

DP mixture
model based
adaptive
clustering

Bayesian
filtering

Physics based
model
FIFO buffer

FIFO: First-in-first-out
DP: Dirichlet process
D: Delay

Operating
conditions

Figure 1. Block diagram of the adaptive learning method for estimating progressive structural damage.
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(2008b, 2009a); Zhou et al. (2009a); Xu et al. (2009);
Zhou et al. (2009b); Soni et al. (2010).
The matching pursuit decomposition (MPD) (Mallat
and Zhang, 1993; Mallat, 1998) is an iterative algorithm
that can be employed to efficiently yield approximate
representations for signals in terms of a linear combination of basis functions:
s(t)’

N
X

ð1Þ

ai gi (t)

where s(t) is a finite-energy time-domain signal
(t denotes time), ai are the MPD expansion coefficients,
gi (t) are the basis functions or ‘atoms’, and N is the
number of terms in the representation. The atoms are
selected one-at-a-time in an iterative fashion from an
overcomplete dictionary to match components of interest in the signal. The error in the approximation
decreases with increasing iterations N . For specific
algorithmic details of the MPD we refer the reader to
Mallat and Zhang (1993) and Mallat (1998).
The MPD is very effective for obtaining signal representations in general overcomplete dictionaries. In particular, it is well suited for the representation of signals
in dictionaries comprised of TF atoms, and has been
used in many TF analysis applications (PapandreouSuppappola, 2002). In this work, we effect a TF representation of the structural signals by making use of the
MPD with a dictionary of real TF shifted and scaled,
Gaussian windowed tones (Mallat and Zhang, 1993;
Mallat, 1998) of the form:


8kr
g (t) =
p

14



exp kr (t  t m )2 cos (2pnl t)

ð2Þ

The MPD of the signal s(t) also yields a cross-term
free time–frequency representation (TFR) (Cohen,
1989; Mallat and Zhang, 1993):
D

N
X
i=1

jai j2 WD g(i) (t, f )

The TF correlation between two signals can be computed by correlating their MPD-TFRs.
The Gaussian atom selected from the dictionary at
the ith MPD iteration is gi (t), with parameters
(ti , ni , ki ), and its Wigner distribution is a 2-D
Gaussian function (equation (5)) that can be interpreted as an unnormalized 2-D Gaussian
 probability

ti
and covdensity function (pdf) with mean vector
ni
2
3
1
0 7
6 4ki
ariance matrix 4
ki 5. Based on this interpreta0
4p2
tion, we define the MPD based pdf (MPD-pdf) for the
signal s(t) as
0

2

1
6 4ki
2 B ti
Ps (t, f ) =
,4
j ai j N @
ni
Z i=1
0
N
1X





31
0 7C
ki 5A
4p2

ð6Þ

where N (  ,  ) denotes a Gaussian pdf and
N
P
Z=
jai j2 is the normalizing constant. The MPDi=1

where d = (tm , nl , kr ) is a parametric representation of
an atom, specified by its time shift tm , frequency shift
atoms
nn , and time-scale kr .0. Note that the
 dictionary
2
are normalized to unit energy: g (d) (t)2 = 1. The
Gaussian window is chosen because of its desirable TF
localization properties (Mallat, 1998), and also because
it affords closed-form analytical expressions that simplify analysis and computation. A direct result of applying the MPD with these TF atoms is a parametric
representation of the signal s(t) with a 4-D feature vector of length N :
82 3 2 3
2
39
a2
aN >
a1
>
>
>
<6 7 6 7
6 t N 7=
t1 7 6 t2 7
6
7
ð3Þ
,
,
.
.
.
,
s(t) , 6
4 n 5 4 n2 5
4 n N 5>
>
>
>
;
: 1
k1
k2
kN

E s (t, f ) ¼





2p2 (f  nl )2
2
WDg(d) (t, f ) = 2 exp 2kr (t  t m ) exp 
kr

ð5Þ

i=1

(d)

where WDg(i) (t, f ) denotes the Wigner distribution
(Cohen, 1989) of the Gaussian atom gi (t). The Wigner
distribution of Gaussian atoms of the form in (2) is
given analytically by

ð4Þ

pdf in (6) maps time-domain signals to Gaussian pdfs
in TF space, and provides a useful tool for computing
TF statistical similarity measures between the wave
based sensor measurements obtained from structures.

2.2 A statistical similarity measure
The distance between two pdfs can be quantified by
well-known statistical measures, such as Kullback–
Leibler
(KL)
divergence
(MacKay,
2003),
Bhattacharyya distance (Bhattacharyya, 1943; Kailath,
1967), and Hellinger distance (Le Cam and Yang,
2000). The KL divergence is defined for 2-D pdfs
p(t, f ) and q(t, f ) as
D

KL

D

(pjjq) ¼

ð‘ ð‘
p(t, f ) log
‘

‘

p(t, f )
dt df
q(t, f )

ð7Þ

The KL divergence is non-negative, i.e. DKL (pjjq)  0,
and becomes zero if and only if p(t, f ) = q(t, f ).
However, the measure is non-symmetric: DKL (pjjq) 6¼
DKL (qjjp), and its computation involves the evaluation
of logarithms, which can be expensive.
In this work, we consider a correlation based statistical measure of similarity between pdfs p(t, f ) and
q(t, f ), defined as
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D

Dcorr (pjjq) ¼

ð‘ ð‘
p(t, f )q(t, f )dt df
‘

ð8Þ

‘

The correlation based statistical similarity measure has
the following properties:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

It is non-negative, and from the Cauchy–
Schwarz inequality, 0  Dcorr (pjjq)  kpk2 kqk2 .
Dcorr (pjjq) = 0 if and only if p(t, f ) and q(t, f )
are orthogonal.
Dcorr (pjjq) = kpk22 = kqk22 if and only if
p(t, f ) = q(t, f ).
It is a symmetric measure of similarity:
Dcorr (pjjq) = Dcorr (qjjp).
It is a linear measure of statistical similarity.

The correlation measure
by
using
Monte
f(t(l) , f (l) )gLl= 1 ;p(t, f ) be
the pdf p(t, f ). Then,
Dcorr (pjjq) is given by

Dcorr (pjjq) can be calculated
Carlo
integration.
Let
L i.i.d. samples drawn from
an unbiased estimator for

L
1X
q(t(l) , f (l) )
D^corr (pjjq) =
L l=1

ð9Þ

which approaches Dcorr (pjjq) almost surely as L ! ‘.
For the Gaussian pdfs and their mixtures used here,
closed-form expressions can be derived for (8).
The correlation based measure is used with the
MPD-pdfs described in the previous subsection to
determine the TF statistical similarity between structural signals. Specifically, given a test signal ste (t) and a
ref
ref
reference signal set Sref = fsref
1 (t), s2 (t), . . . , sR (t)g of R
(t, f )
signals, with respective MPD-pdfs Pste (t, f ) and Psref
r
for r = 1, . . . , R, computed first using (6), the average
TF similarity Davg of Pste (t, f ) to the MPD-pdfs of the
reference set is computed as
R
1X
Davg =
Dcorr (Pste jjPsref
) = Dcorr (Pste jjPSref ), ð10Þ
r
R r=1
R
P
where Psref (t, f ) = R1
Psref
(t, f ) by linearity of
r

r=1

Dcorr (  jj  ). The pdf PSref (t, f ) is the average MPD-pdf
that collects the TF statistical variability in the reference set Sref . Note that PSref (t, f ) is a Gaussian mixture
because the MPD dictionary is comprised of Gaussian
atoms. This scalar TF similarity measure for ste (t) with
respect to a suitable Sref is employed to efficiently monitor statistical changes in the TF information due to
changes in the structural damage condition, and forms
the data for the DP mixture model based adaptive clustering algorithm.

2.3 Minimum discrepancy reference set selection
Continuous monitoring of measured sensor signal TF
similarity to a reference signal set can provide an

indicator for progressive anomalies in structural condition, with the effectiveness in identifying new anomalies
depending on the reference set used. In particular, the
reference set needs to be constantly updated to include
information obtained from new data. The computed
scalar TF similarity measure features are maintained in
a first-in-first-out (FIFO) buffer, i.e. at each time epoch
(new collection of sensor signals) the oldest feature in
the buffer is replaced by the most recent one. The data
in the buffer is refreshed constantly and there is always
a mix of old and newly acquired data. The reference
signal set Sref is then defined such that, at each time
epoch k, the resulting TF similarity features are representative of signals observed up to time k. Thus, if the
DP mixture model based adaptive clustering were
applied to these features, a single cluster would be identified. Further, based on the TF similarity of the new
sensor signals collected at the following epoch k + 1 to
this reference set, the subsequent DP clustering can correctly identify anomalies if present (via new clusters).
The reference signal set Sref is obtained here by selecting uniformly distributed features from the FIFO buffer as described below.
The goal of uniform data selection is to find a subset
of uniformly distributed samples from a given set.
Figure 2 shows an example for a synthetic dataset comprising Gaussian distributed samples. The selection in
Figure 2(a) is clustered near the mean of the Gaussian
pdf (from which the data was obtained), whereas that
in Figure 2(b) is distributed more uniformly over the
data space. Thus, the data selection in Figure 2(b) is
more uniform than that in Figure 2(a).
The uniformity of a set Y = fy1 , . . . , yT g of size T in
an interval ½ymin , ymax  can be quantified by the discrepancy (Kuipers and Niederreiter, 1974) D T (Y), defined
as
D

D T (Y) ¼

sup
ymin  yl  yh  ymax

Y \ ½yl , yh 
yh  yl
 max
T
y
 ymin

ð11Þ

where ½yl , yh  is any subinterval of ½ymin , ymax  and
Y \ ½yl , yh  is the cardinality of Y in ½yl , yh . Y is said
to be uniformly distributed on ½ymin , ymax  if
lim D T (Y) = 0 (Kuipers and Niederreiter, 1974;
T !‘

Chazelle, 2002). For a given Y in ½ymin , ymax , the discrepancy D T (Y) can be used as a measure of uniformity.
In particular, the discrepancy is minimum for a uniform Y in ½ymin , ymax . In the example shown in
Figure 2, the discrepancy of the set of selected samples
is greater in (a) than that in (b).
Let YFIFO = fy1 , . . . , yT g denote the set of scalar
TF similarity features in the FIFO buffer (see Section
2.2). We wish to select a uniformly distributed subset
of features Yref from YFIFO . We define a vector
z = fz1 , . . . , zT g of associated Boolean variables to
indicate the selected features:
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Selection

−10
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(a)

0
Data

5

10

(b)

Figure 2. The data selection in (a) is clustered tightly near the mean of the Gaussian pdf (from which the data was obtained),
whereas that in (b) is distributed more uniformly over the data space. Thus, the data selection in (b) is more uniform than that
in (a).

zn =

1,
0,

if yn is selected
, n = 1, . . . , T
otherwise

ð12Þ

Given a feature set YFIFO = fy1 , . . . , yT g of size T in
the interval ½ymin , ymax , the uniform feature selection
problem is then to find the selection subset Yref of size
). Here,
T^ which minimizes the discrepancy D T^ (YFIFO
z
FIFO
represents
a
subset
of
features
y
2
Y
for
YFIFO
n
z
which the indicator variables zn = 1. The desired selection is obtained by solving the optimization problem
minimize D T^ (YFIFO
)
z
subject to zn 2 f0, 1g, n = 1, . . . , T
kzk = T^

ð13Þ

0

where kzk0 represents the cardinality of the vector z.
The problem in (13) is non-convex and generally very
hard to solve exactly (Boyd and Vandenberghe, 2004).
Direct enumerationis not
 feasible since the number of
T
possible selections ^ is very large, even for moderT
ate T and T^ . Techniques for evaluating the discrepancy,
including those based on sampling, searching, lower
and upper bounds, and convex programming
(Niederreiter, 1972; Dobkin and Eppstein, 1993;
Dobkin et al., 1996; Chazelle, 2002), can also be computationally demanding.
In this paper, an approximate and efficient method
is proposed for uniform feature selection by considering
the relaxed optimization problem
~ ^ (YFIFO )
minimize D
z
T
subject to zn 2 f0, 1g, n = 1, . . . , T
kzk ’T^

ð14Þ

0

~ ^ (YFIFO ) is defined as
in which the objective function D
z
T

H
X
D 1
~ ^ (YFIFO ) ¼
D
z
T
H h=1

YFIFO
\ ½ymin + (h  1)Dy, ymin + hDy
Dy
z
 max
^
y
 ymin
T
ð15Þ

where Dy = (ymax  ymin )=H, with H the number of
equal-length partitions of ½ymin , ymax . Whereas the discrepancy in (11) is a supremum over all possible subintervals of ½ymin , ymax , the objective function in (14) is
defined as an average over the H equal-length subintervals partitioning ½ymin , ymax . The constraint on the precise number of features to be selected has also been
relaxed. A simple and efficient algorithm for the solution of (14) for uniform feature selection is given in
Algorithm 1. The algorithm attempts to minimize the
summation in (15) term-by-term by selecting roughly
^
round(T=H)
features independently in each of the H
equal-length partitions.

2.4 Adaptive clustering using DP mixture models
As mentioned earlier, the scalar TF similarity measure
features are maintained in a constantly refreshed FIFO
buffer containing a mix of old and newly acquired data.
Adaptive clustering is then performed on the buffered
features via the DP-GMM, with the number of clusters
used to assess the extent of variability in the TF statistics of the sensor measurements. Unlike conventional
parametric mixture models that assume a fixed number
of mixture components or clusters and may lead to
over-fitting or under-fitting of the data, DP based mixture modeling provides the capability of automatically
determining the correct number of clusters needed for
characterizing the data. In particular, if only a single
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Algorithm 1 Uniform feature selection via solution of problem (14).
Input: Feature set fy1 , . . . , yT g of size T in ½ymin , ymax , number of features to be selected T^ , number of partitions H.
Output: Selection vector z.
(1)

Initialize selection vector.
Assign zn = 0, for n = 1, . . . , T :

(2)

Determine approximate number of features to be selected in each partition.
^ H = round(T^ =H):
Set N

(3)

Now select approximately N̂H features independently in each partition.
for partition h = 1 to H do
Indices of features in partition: I = fn : yn 2 ½ymin + (h  1)Dy, ymin + hDyg.
Number of features in partition: Nh = jIj.
^ H , select all features in partition: zI = 1.
If Nh  N
^ H features in partition:
Otherwise, randomly select N
^
for j = 1 to NH do
Draw u;U½0, 1
w
du  Nh e
zI(w) = 1
I
InI(w)
Nh  1
Nh
end for
end for

cluster is identified in the data, this implies that the old
and new TF similarity features, present concurrently at
that epoch in the buffer, are statistically similar, and
that the measured signals did not exhibit any changes
indicative of a change in the damage state and/or operating conditions. The discovery of more than one cluster, however, indicates the opposite. In this subsection
we describe the analytical framework of DP mixture
modeling and discuss a Gibbs sampling algorithm for
efficient inference in DP-GMMs.
2.4.1 DP mixture modeling. Consider a general mixture
model of the form
P(yjp, Q ) =

M
X

pm f (yjum )

ð16Þ

m=1

where y denotes data, p = fp1 , . . . , pM g is a set of
positive mixture weights that sum to unity,
Q = fu1 , . . . , uM g is a set of parameters, f (yjum ) represents a pdf parametrized by um , and M is the number
of mixture components. Given a data set
Y = fy1 , . . . , yT g of size T , the modeling task is to
learn the appropriate mixture size M, the mixture
weights p, and the mixture parameters Q .
If the number of mixture components M is known,
then classical maximum-likelihood (ML) learning techniques can be applied to estimate the parameters of
interest (MacKay, 2003; Gelman et al., 2004a). In

particular, the iterative expectation-maximization (EM)
algorithm can be used to estimate the parameters by
locally maximizing the data likelihood (Dempster et al.,
1977; Duda et al., 2001; MacKay, 2003). The EM
algorithm introduces latent variables into the model and
iterates between inferring the posterior pdf over the
latent variables given a parameter setting and computing an updated parameter estimate by maximizing the
likelihood using the learned latent variable statistics.
When the number of mixture components M is not
known a priori, and in particular needs to be adaptable
with the data, Bayesian nonparametrics (Jordan,
2010a,b) provides a versatile mixture modeling
approach through the DP (Blackwell and MacQueen,
1973; Ferguson, 1973; Antoniak, 1974; Sethuraman,
1994; Escobar and West, 1995). The DP yields mixture
models with a potentially unlimited number of mixture
components, the appropriate number of which is automatically determined from given data.
A DP, denoted by DP (i, G0 ), has two parameters: a
positive scalar innovation parameter i and a base distribution G0 . The DP is a distribution over distributions.
Let G be a distribution drawn from a DP,
G;DPði, G0 Þ

ð17Þ

then the expected value of G is G0 and the closeness of
G to G0 is controlled by i. Distributions drawn from a
DP are discrete with probability 1, i.e. G in (17) is
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almost surely discrete (even if G0 is continuous). This
property can be used to induce a sharing of parameters
as follows. Suppose that T random variables
fu1 , . . . , uT g are distributed according to G:
G ; DP(i, G0 )

ð18aÞ

un jG ; G, n = 1, . . . , T

ð18bÞ

The discreteness of G implies that the variables
fu1 , . . . , uT g coincide in value with positive probability.
It can be shown, by integrating out the distribution G,
that the conditional density function of the variable un
given all other variables (denoted by Qn ) is given by
the Pólya urn relation (Blackwell and MacQueen, 1973;
Ferguson, 1973; Antoniak, 1974; West et al., 1994;
Escobar and West, 1995)
P(un jQn , i, G0 ) =

T
X
1
i
du , u 0 +
G0 (un )
i + T  1 n9 = 1 n n
i+T  1
n96¼n

ð19Þ

where d is the Kronecker-delta function. (19) can be
rewritten as
M
X
1
N n dun , um
i + T  1 m=1 m
i
G0 (un )
+
i+T  1

ð20Þ

where fu1 , . . . , uM g are the distinct values in
fu1 , . . . , uT g and Nmn denotes the number of variables
in Qn equal to um . Thus, the DP prior implies that
each variable un either assumes an existing value um
with probability Nmn =(i + T  1) or is a fresh draw
from G0 with probability i=(i + T  1). The innovation
parameter i controls the tradeoff between the reuse of
existing values and fresh draws. In the limit as i ! ‘,
G approaches G0 so that all draws are i.i.d. G0 . It can
be shown that in this description the number of distinct
values M grows as O( log T ). Also, under the DP prior,
the variables fu1 , . . . , uT g are exchangeable, i.e. their
joint distribution is unaffected by reordering.
In Sethuraman (1994), an explicit characterization of
G is provided via the ‘stick-breaking’ construction:
um ; G0 , m = 1, . . . , ‘

ð21aÞ

vk ; Beta(1, i), k = 1, . . . , ‘

ð21bÞ

m1
Y

(1  vk ), m = 1, . . . , ‘

ð21cÞ

k=1

G(u) =

‘
X

pm du, um

ð22aÞ

G ; DP(i, G0 )
un jG ; G, n = 1, . . . , T

ð22bÞ

yn jun ; f (yn jun ), n = 1, . . . , T

ð22cÞ

In this specification, there is a one-to-one association
between each observed data point yn and latent variable
un . In particular, the data point yn is drawn from a pdf
f (yn jun ) that is parametrized by the associated latent
variable un . Owing to the fact that the parameters coincide in values (G is discrete), a corresponding clustering
is induced on the data. In view of the stick-breaking
construction (21), (22) can be rewritten as
um ; G0 , m = 1, . . . , ‘

ð23aÞ

vk ; Beta(1, i), k = 1, . . . , ‘

ð23bÞ

pm = v m

m1
Y

(1  vk ), m = 1, . . . , ‘

ð21dÞ

m=1

This representation shows that G is discrete. Here,
pm = Pr(u = um ) can be viewed as the size of the pieces

ð23cÞ

k =1

cn jp ; Categorical(p), n = 1, . . . , T

P(un jQn , i, G0 ) =

pm = v m

of a unit-length stick broken successively an infinite
number of times.
Consider a hierarchical Bayesian model in which the
DP is used as a non-parametric prior:

yn jcn ;

f (yn jucn ),

n = 1, . . . , T

ð23dÞ
ð23eÞ

Note the introduction of latent variables cn that indicate the clusters to which data yn are assigned. (23) is
equivalent to an infinite mixture model termed the DP
mixture model:
P(yjp, Q ) =

‘
X

pm f (yjum )

ð24Þ

m=1

It was shown in Ishwaran and James (2001) that the
DP mixture model (24) can be truncated to K terms by
setting vK = 1 and the truncated Dirichlet process
(TDP), denoted by DPK (i, G0 ), provides an approximation for the original DP DP(i, G0 ). The truncation limit
K may be selected based on the error in the marginal
density Q(Y):
kQK  Q‘ k1 ’4T exp (  (K  1)=i)

ð25Þ

For a fixed i, the error decreases exponentially with K
but increases only linearly with dataset size T , indicating
that K does not have to be large for accurately modeling
even big datasets (Ishwaran and James, 2001). Note that
the actual number of mixture components (latent clusters)
required in representing a given dataset can be smaller
than K (only a few entries of p may be significant).
2.4.2 Blocked Gibbs sampling for inference in DP Gaussian mixture models. In Bayesian inference, the goal is to find
the posterior pdf over the model parameters given the
observed dataset. This posterior pdf can be computed
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using MCMC methods (Gilks et al., 1996), in which a
Markov chain is constructed in order to generate samples from the pdf of interest. In particular, the collected
MCMC samples provide an empirical estimate of the
posterior pdf over the parameters, that can be used to
approximate various posterior expectations of interest.
The MCMC method of Gibbs sampling (Gilks et al.,
1996) realizes the Markov chain by iteratively sampling
each random variable conditioned on the data and the
previously sampled values of all other variables, and is
suitable for problems where it is easy to draw from the
relevant conditional densities.
An efficient blocked Gibbs sampling method for
inference in DP mixture models is described in
Ishwaran and James (2001). In the blocked Gibbs sampler of Ishwaran and James (2001), parameters of the
TDP are updated in blocks to generate an empirical
estimate of the posterior pdf P(Q , c, pjY) through its
samples. Specifically, samples are iteratively drawn
from the conditional pdfs (Ishwaran and James, 2001)
 (l1)
u(l)
, Y), m = 1, . . . , K
m ; P(um jc

ð26aÞ

(l) (l1)
,p
, Y), n = 1, . . . , T
c(l)
n ; P(cn jQ

ð26bÞ

(l)
p(l)
m ; P(pm jc ), m = 1, . . . , K

ð26cÞ

where l = 1, 2, . . . denotes the Gibbs iteration number
in the Markov chain:
fQ(1) , c(1) , p(1) g ! fQ(2) , c(2) , p(2) g ! . . . . . . !
fQ(l) , c(l) , p(l) g ! . . .

ð27Þ

The conditional pdfs in (26) are given by (Ishwaran and
James, 2001)
P(um jc, Y)

}

G0 (um )

Y

f (yn jum ), m = 1, . . . , K

n: cn = m

ð28aÞ
P(cn jQ , p, Y)

}

K
X

pm f (yn jum ) dcn , m , n = 1, . . . , T

m=1

ð28bÞ
pm jc = vm

m
1
Y

(1  vk ), m = 1, . . . , K

k=1

where vm ;Beta 1 + Nm , i +

PK

j=m+1

Nj



ð28cÞ

with Nm

denoting the number of cn values equal to m. Note that
the update step for the posterior over um above can be
performed very efficiently if the base distribution G0 is
selected to be conjugate to the likelihood term f (  jum ).
Finally, the predictive distribution is approximated as
"
#
L
K
X
1X
P(yT + 1 jY, i, G0 ) =
p(l) f (yT + 1 ju(l)
ð29Þ
m )
L l=1 m=1 m
where L is the number of Gibbs samples collected.

For the case of DP-GMM of scalar data y, the pdf
f (yju)[N (yjm, s2 ) is Gaussian with mean m and precision 1=s2 :
P(yjp, m , 1=s ) =

‘
X

pm N (yjmm , s2
m)

ð30Þ

m=1

In this paper, we utilize a Normal-Gamma form for the
base distribution G0 :


1
G0 (u) ¼ Normal-Gamma m, 2 um , ut , ua , ub
s




2
s
1
= N m um ,
Gamma 2 ua , ub
s
ut
D

ð31Þ

where um , ut , ua , ub are hyperparameters. The NormalGamma prior is conjugate to the scalar Gaussian likelihood with unknown mean and precision, i.e. the
posterior pdf over the mean and precision is also
Normal-Gamma in form:


1
Normal-Gamma m, 2 ~um , ~ut , ~ua , ~ub }N (Yjm, s2 )
s


1
Normal-Gamma m, 2 um , ut , ua , ub
ð32Þ
s
where Y = fy1 , . . . , yT g is an observed dataset of size T
and ~um , ~ut , ~ua , ~ub are the posterior hyperparameters,
given by Fink, (1995).
~um =

ut um + Ty
ut + T

ð33aÞ

~ut = ut + T

ð33bÞ

T
2

ð33cÞ

~ua = ua +

~ub =

ut T (y  um )2
1
Ts2
+
+
ub
2
2(ut + T )

1
ð33dÞ

Here, y and s2 are the sample mean and biased sample
variance of Y, respectively. The conjugacy property
reduces the Gibbs sampling update step for the posterior over um = fmm , 1=s2
m g in (28a) to a simple update
of the Normal-Gamma hyperparameters. The blocked
Gibbs sampler for inference in DP-GMM of scalar data
is summarized in Algorithm 2.
We now give a simple example showing the use of
the blocked Gibbs sampling algorithm for DP-GMM
of a synthetic dataset of size T = 500 generated from a
M = 3 component scalar GMM with parameters
p = ½0:15, 0:5, 0:35, m = ½2, 4, 8, and s2 = ½0:05,
0:1, 1. The DP innovation parameter was chosen as
i = 1. The Normal-Gamma base distribution hyperparameters were um = 0, ut = 1, ua = 1, and ub = 1.
The truncation limit was set to K = 50. The Gibbs sampler was initialized with parameters corresponding to
all data points assigned to a single cluster. Lb = 2000
Gibbs iterations were performed for burn-in, followed
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Algorithm 2 Blocked Gibbs sampling for 1-D DP-GMM.
Input: Dataset Y = fy1 , . . . , yT g, DP innovation parameter i, Normal-Gamma hyperparameters um , ut , ua , ub , DP
truncation limit K.
Output: Samples fm(l) , 1=s2(l) , c(l) , p(l) gLl= 1 from the posterior pdf P(m , 1=s2 , c, pjY).
Initialize Gibbs sampler state fm(0) , 1=s2(0) , c(0) , p(0) g.
For iterations l = 1, . . . , L, perform the following steps:
(1)

2(l)

2 (l1)
, Y), m = 1, . . . , K:
Update for fm(l)
m , 1=s m g;P(mm , 1=sm jc
D

Define Ym ¼ fyn : c(l1)
= mg and Tm = jYm j, for m = 1, . . . , K:
n
Compute, for m = 1, . . . , K,
ym =

1
Tm

X
n: c(l1)
n

s2m =

yn ,

=m

1
Tm

X
n: c(l1)
n

(yn  ym )2

=m

ut um + Tmym
~ut, m = ut + Tm
~
,
um, m =
ut + Tm

1
ut Tm (ym  um )2
Tm
1
Tm s2m
~
~
,
u
+
=
+
ua, m = ua +
 b, m
ub
2
2(ut + Tm )
1
12
Draw : 2(l) ;Gamma 2 ~ua, m , ~ub, m , m = 1, . . . , K:
sm
sm
!
s2(l)
m
(l)

Then draw : mm ;N mm ~um, m ,
, m = 1, . . . , K:
~ut, m

(2)

(l)
, 1=s2(l) , p(l1) , Y), n = 1, . . . , T:
Update for c(l)
n ;P(cn jm
D

2(l)
Define qm, n ¼ p(l1)
N ðyn jm(l)
m
m , sm Þ, for m = 1, . . . , K, n = 1, . . . , T :

Normalize ~qm, n = Pqm,q n , m = 1, . . . , K, n = 1, . . . , T :
m0 , n

m0

Draw : c(l)
n ;
(3)

K
P
m=1

~qm, n dcn , m , n = 1, . . . , T :

(l)
Update for p(l)
m ;P(pm jc ), m = 1, . . . , K:

Draw :

vm ;Beta

!

K
P

1 + Nm , i +

D

j=m+1


Then compute : p(l)
m = vm

m1
Q
k=1

Nj , m = 1, . . . , K, where Nm ¼ jfn : c(l)
n = mgj:

(1  vk ), m = 1, . . . , K:

0.25
Predictive likelihood
True distribution
Samples

0.5
Mixture weights

Likelihood

0.2
0.15
0.1
0.05
0
−5

0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0

0

5
Data

10

1

10

20
30
40
Component index

(b)

(a)

Figure 3. Example DP-GMM results for scalar synthetic data.
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by Ls = 1000 iterations for collecting samples. Figure 3
shows a comparison of the true and learned GMMs
and the estimated mixture weights. It can be seen that
the algorithm correctly identified the three clusters in
the data. The simulation took about 66 secs to run on a
2 GHz processor.

2.5 Bayesian filtering
The adaptive DP clustering results are next combined
with information from a physically based progressive
damage model in a state-space framework, and the damage state is estimated using a Bayesian filter. Specifically,
the state-space framework has two components: (a) a
physically based progressive damage model that provides a stochastic description of the damage state evolution, accounting for the structure geometry, loading, and
environmental conditions, and (b) a measurement relationship based on the adaptive DP clustering which connects changes in TF statistics of measured sensor signals
to changing damage and/or operating conditions. The
Bayesian filter integrates predictions from the progressive damage model with data from adaptively learned
TF statistics of measured sensor signals and the measurement relation to reliably estimate structural damage
states online under variable external conditions.
Let xk be the damage state (fatigue crack length) at
epoch (fatigue cycle) k, and fk and Mk the environmental or operating condition and the number of adaptively
identified DP clusters, respectively. The damage state
evolution model is Markov and specifies the conditional pdf P(xk jxk1 , fk ) of the damage state xk given
the damage state xk1 at the previous epoch and the
current environmental condition fk . For crack damage
in the aluminum CT specimen under cyclic fatigue loading, the damage evolution model can be obtained from
a progressive crack growth model based on fracture
mechanics (Yang and Manning, 1990, 1996; Ray and
Patankar, 2001), which is of the form:
xk = xk1 + xk H(xk1 , fk )

ð34Þ

Here H is a non-linear function that depends on material properties, geometry, load, and x k is a log-normal
random variable. In particular, we use the crack growth
model derived in Ray and Patankar (2001) and impose
a discretized log-normal distribution (see Appendix A)
on xk . The change in damage Dxk = xk  xk1 =
x k H(xk1 , fk ) then has conditional pdf
P(Dxk jxk1 , fk ) = Log-N (m1, k , s1, k , Dx )

ð35Þ

with Dx a suitable discretization level, and forms the
state variable of the Bayesian filter. The distribution
parameters m1, k and s1, k are obtained using equation
(42), such that
E½Dxk jxk1 , fk  = E½xk  H(xk1 , fk )

ð36aÞ

Var½Dxk jxk1 , fk  = Var½xk H(xk1 , fk )2

ð36bÞ

where E½ denotes the expected value and Var½ the
variance. The variable amplitude loading plays the role
of the changing external condition fk .
The measurement equation of the Bayesian filter is
formulated using the relationship between the change in
the identified DP clustering DMk = Mk  Mk1 , the
change in damage Dxk , and environmental condition fk ,
quantified with a negative binomial likelihood function:
L(Dxk jDMk , fk ) = P(DMk jDxk , fk )
D

¼ Neg-Bin(m2, k , s2, k ),

ð37Þ

which is discrete, bi-parametric, and can be approximated to a finite support. Note that the negative binomial distribution has been reparameterized here in
terms of its mean and standard deviation (see Appendix
B). The parameters m2, k and s2, k are estimated at each
epoch based on the change in DP clustering as
m2, k = E½^pk   E½^pk1 

ð38aÞ

s22, k = Var½^pk  + Var½^pk1 
ð38bÞ
P
where ^pk = L1 Ll= 1 p(l) are the estimated DP-GMM
mixture weights at epoch k, and E½^pk  and Var½^pk  are
the mean and variance of this pmf, used to monitor the
change in clustering. Stirling’s approximation
(Abramowitz and Stegun, 1965) is utilized for stably
carrying out computations involving large arguments
for the negative binomial distribution.
The damage estimation problem is then to determine
the unknown damage state xk at epoch k, given the
adaptively learned Mk = fDM1 , . . . , DMk g and the
environmental conditions Fk = ff1 , . . . , fk g up to
epoch k, the state and measurement equations in (35)
and (37), and an initial damage state distribution P(x0 ).
Below is a modified Bayesian filter that computes the
damage state estimate ^xk as the mean of the posterior
pdf P(xk jMk , Fk ), which is updated iteratively for
k = 1, 2, . . . , as:
P(Dxk jMk1 , Fk ) =

ð

P(Dxk jxk1 , fk ) P(xk1 jMk1 , Fk1 ) dxk1

ð39aÞ
P(Dxk jMk , Fk )

}

P(DMk jDxk , fk )  P(Dxk jMk1 , Fk )
ð39bÞ

P(xk jMk , Fk ) ’

P(Dxk + ^xk1 jMk , Fk )

ð39cÞ

Here, the posterior pdf over the damage state xk is
computed approximately using the distribution over
the change in damage Dxk and the previous damage
state estimate ^xk1 . Algorithm 3 summarizes the steps
of the modified Bayesian filter for progressive damage
estimation. The damage state variable xk has been discretized to a finite alphabet, so that the integration at
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Algorithm 3 Modified Bayesian filter for progressive damage estimation.
Input: DP clustering results f^p1 , ^p2 , . . .g, damage model parameters: E½xk , Var½xk , Dx , H(  ), environmental conditions ff1 , f2 , . . .g.
Output: Damage state estimates ^x1 , ^x2 , . . .
Initialize damage state distribution P(x0 ).
For epochs k = 1, 2, . . ., perform the following steps:
(1)

Predict the distribution over the change in damage Dxk at epoch k using the damage evolution model.
For j = 1, 2, . . ., compute:
m1,j k

=

log (E½x k H(vjk1 , fk ))



1
2 log

1+



Var½x k 
E½x k 2

,

sj1, k

rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ﬃ
Var½xk 
= log 1 + E½x 2
k

Then compute, for j0 = 1, 2, . . .,
0
P(Dxk = wkj jMk1 , Fk ) =

  j

 j

m1, k log (j0 1)Dx
m1, k log j0 Dx
pﬃﬃ
 erf sj pﬃﬃ2
2 erf
sj
2

P1
j

1, k

1, k

j
P(xk1 = vk1
jMk1 , Fk1 )

(2)

Update the distribution over Dxk based on the likelihood of the observed change in DP clustering DMk .
From the DP-GMM clustering results, calculate:
m^pk =
rk =

K
P

m^
pm, k ,

m=1
m22, k
s22, k m2, k

s2^p =
k

K
P
m=1

(m  m^pk )2 ^pm, k ,

m2, k = m^pk  m^pk1 ,

s22, k = s2^p + s2^p
k

k1

m2, k
qk = 1  2
s2, k

,

Then, for j0 = 1, 2, . . ., compute:
0
P(Dxk = wjk jMk , Fk ) =

(3)

j0
G(j0 + rk )
j0
G(j0 + 1) (qk )  P(Dxk = wk jMk1 , Fk )
P G(j0 + rk )
j0
j0
G(j0 + 1) (qk )  P(Dxk = wk jMk1 , Fk )
j0

Compute the posterior pdf over the damage state xk at epoch k using the previous damage state estimate
^xk1 .
For j = 1, 2, . . . , assign : P(xk = vkj jMk , Fk ) = P(Dxk = wkj jMk , Fk ), where wkj = vkj  ^xk1 :

(4)

Compute damage state estimate ^xk at epoch k as the mean of the posterior pdf.
D

Calculate : ^xk ¼ E½xk jMk , Fk  =

P
j

vkj P(xk = vkj jMk , Fk ):

each epoch in (39) reduces to a finite sum and the filter
is efficiently implemented.

3 Estimation of fatigue crack damage in an
aluminum CT specimen under variableamplitude loading
We now discuss an application of the proposed adaptive learning method for fatigue crack damage estimation in a metallic sample subjected to variable loading
conditions.

3.1 Experimental setup and data collection
The test sample considered is an aluminum 2024 T3
6.31 mm thick CT specimen shown in Figure 4. The
CT specimen was fabricated according to ASTM E64793, with a width of 25.4 mm from the center of the pin
hole to the edge of the specimen. The location of crack
initiation was predetermined by making an initial notch
of length 5 mm. The fatigue experiments were performed on a Instron 1331 servohydraulic load frame
operating at 20 Hz. Real flight conditions were simulated by programming a typical center-wing load
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spectrum into the load frame digital controller, with an
envelope shown in Figure 5. About 45 kilocycles of the
variable-amplitude cyclic loading were applied to
induce fatigue crack damage in the CT sample. Data
was collected using two surface mounted piezoelectric
(PZT) sensors placed symmetrically on the sample as

shown in Figure 4, at several stages of the fatigue loading cycles corresponding to various crack lengths. One
of the PZT sensors was used as the actuator, and the
other used as a receiver to measure the response signals
(see Figure 6 for an example). A Gaussian windowed
tone burst signal of center frequency 130 kHz was used
for excitation. Signals were collected in sets of 210
time-domain waveforms at 4452, 5123, 5720, 20480,
34451, and 45507 cycles of fatigue loading. Crack
lengths were measured using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) in an FEI XL-30 operating at 15 kV
(Mohanty et al., 2007a) and recorded. Further details
of the experimental setup and data collection procedure
can be found in Mohanty et al. (2007a,b).

3.2 TF statistical processing and DP mixture
modeling
The signals were first preprocessed to remove any DC
offset, low-pass filtered to eliminate high frequency
noise, downsampled to 333 kHz, and normalized to
unit energy. N = 10 iterations of MPD were performed
on each signal, with a dictionary comprised of 8 million
Gaussian TF shifted and scaled atoms, and the corresponding MPD-TFRs were computed (Section 2.1).
Figure 6 shows an example response signal for the 6.17
mm crack length (4452 fatigue cycles), and its MPD
representation and residual error. Figure 7 shows the
MPD-TFRs of two signals from different damage
states, measured at 4452 and 5123 fatigue cycles and
with measured crack lengths of 6.17 mm and 6.28 mm,
respectively. From the plots, we see marked difference
in the TF structure of the signals, which is attributed to
the change in mode content due to damage growth.
Next, TF statistical similarity features (Section 2.2)
are calculated between the current measured signal pdfs
and those from a reference set, that is optimized to
retain representative measurement sets for the damage
states using the uniform feature selection procedure as

Figure 4. Aluminum 2024 CT specimen used in the fatigue
testing experiments.

Loading envelope (MPa)
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Figure 5. Envelope of the variable-amplitude cyclic fatigue
loading cycles.
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Figure 6. Example response signal for crack length 6.17 mm and its MPD representation.
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Figure 7. Example MPD-TFRs of two signals for different damage states.
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described in Section 2.3. DP Gaussian mixture model
based adaptive clustering was then effected on these
features as discussed in Section 2.4, and the DP clustering parameters used subsequently for damage estimation. The clustering realized by the DP Gaussian
mixture model is shown for a typical scenario in Figure
8. Here, the 1-D features are known to be from two
clusters. The base distribution G0 is Normal-Gamma
with hyperparameters um = 0, ut = 1, ua = 1, and
ub = 1. The DP innovation parameter was set to
i = 1:5 and a truncation limit of K = 10 was used.
From (25), this choice corresponds to a 1-norm marginal density error of about 0.099. Figure 9 shows a
plot of the error as a function of K and i. A larger
value of K would reduce the error, but at the cost of
increased computational complexity. A lower i would
similarly yield smaller error, but would also decrease
the odds of generating new groups within the given
data. For determining the DP model parameters, 100
blocked Gibbs sampling iterations were used for burnin and sample generation, respectively. From the plots
in Figure 8, we see that the GMM learned from the

4
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10
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15

Figure 9. 1-norm marginal density error in the DP mixture
model, shown as a function of truncation limit K and innovation
parameter i.

data by the DP mixture modeling is fairly accurate,
with the two dominant components identified correctly.
The DP mixture learning phase at each epoch requires
only about 0.3 s on a 2.8 GHz processor.
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Figure 10. Data selection for improved adaptive learning.

In the construction of the reference MPD-pdf
PSref (t, f ), T^ = 10 out of T = 30 features were selected.
Figure 10 compares the performance of the adaptive
clustering applied to features from a single damage state
at a typical epoch, with and without the use of feature
selection. Figure 10(a) shows the 1-D features, the
adaptively learned DP mixture likelihood, and a random selection of features for the reference set Sref
(Section 2.3). The resulting mixture weights at the following epoch are shown in Figure 10(b). Figure 10(c)
shows the features, the adaptively learned DP mixture
likelihood, and a uniform selection of features for the
reference set. The resulting mixture weights at the following epoch are shown in Figure 10(d). Since all the
features were from the same damage state, it is desirable
that a single cluster be identified; this occurs with the
use of feature selection. Similar results were observed at
other time epochs as well.

predicted solely using the physics based model (recall
that the sensor measurements were collected only at
4452, 5123, 5720, 20480, 34451, and 45507 cycles of
fatigue loading). The value of the applied variable load
was known for every cycle, and was used in the physics
based state equation.
Figure 11(a) shows the performance of the proposed
adaptive learning structural damage estimation method
in estimating the fatigue crack damage in the CT specimen subjected to variable-amplitude loading. It can be
seen that the crack length estimates are accurate, with
the average error on the order of 0.1 mm. Figure 11(b)
is provided to compare with the performance of the
particle filtering (PF) algorithm of Zhou et al. (2009a).
Observe that the adaptive learning approach performs
better in the vicinity of the cycles when the load amplitude changes. This is expected because, unlike the PF
method that is based on a fixed model, the adaptive
learning algorithm utilizes a flexible model that can
change its complexity as needed.

3.3 Damage estimation results
The Bayesian filter was used to optimally combine
information from the DP based adaptive feature clustering with the physically driven damage growth model
for estimating the probability distribution of the crack
length as described in Section 2.5. At the loading cycles
where no sensor data was measured, the damage was

4 Conclusion
This paper develops a novel adaptive learning progressive damage estimation method for structural health
monitoring under variable conditions. The algorithm
achieves adaptation by making use of the flexibility
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Figure 11. Crack length estimation in the CT specimen as a function of fatigue loading cycles.

offered by Bayesian nonparametric statistics, specifically, DP mixture modeling. The DP is utilized to adaptively learn a potentially unlimited number of mixture
components (latent clusters) within joint TF features
extracted from periodically measured sensor data, with
the DP mixture model parameters determined efficiently using the MCMC technique of Gibbs sampling.
The clusters identified in the statistically changing dispersive wave phenomena are associated with structural
damage evolving under varying conditions. This adaptive information is then combined with a physically
based damage growth model in a state-space formulation and the damage state estimates are computed
using a Bayesian filter. A data selection procedure is
also incorporated to maximize performance by actively
selecting the reference measurements used for monitoring changes. When applied for the estimation of fatigue
crack damage in an aluminum CT specimen under variable loading conditions, the proposed method showed
promising results with the crack length estimates
obtained accurate to within a few millimeters.
In this work, the DP mixture modeling employed
Gaussian likelihoods for analytical and computational
simplicity. However, other likelihood forms may be
more suitable depending on the characteristics of the data,
and can be utilized in the DP mixture modeling so long as
a conjugate prior is available that is easy to sample from
(Escobar and West, 1995; Ishwaran and James, 2001).
Regarding sampling, it should be noted that determining
convergence of the MCMC iterations used in the learning
of the DP mixture model parameters involves separate
analysis and calculations (Cowles and Carlin, 1996). Also,
the innovation parameter of the DP, which was fixed here
for simplicity, can be learned from the data (Escobar and
West, 1995). Finally, the DP based adaptive clustering
can be used to monitor statistical changes in data, but the
method cannot by itself provide information about the
physical meaning of the clusters. For that, prior knowledge must be given in the form of models relating the

clustering in feature space to structural damage and external conditions. For example, the state space framework
considered here relies on the availability of an accurate
stochastic physically based damage evolution model that
incorporates the effects of variable environmental and
operating conditions. Such models can be non-trivial to
obtain for complex structures and certain types of variabilities. These issues are currently under investigation.
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A comparison of the log-normal and discretized lognormal distributions is shown in Figure 12.
Figure 12. Comparison of log-normal and discretized lognormal distributions, for E½x = 1 and Var½x = 1:

Appendix B: Reparameterized negative
binomial distribution
The negative binomial distribution is a discrete probability distribution defined over non-negative integers,
with pmf of ;Neg-Bin(r, q) given by

Appendix A: Discretized log-normal
distribution
A log-normal random variable x;Log-N (mx , sx ) has
pdf
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Note that the parameters mx and sx can be expressed in
terms of a desired mean E½x and variance Var½x as
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for j = 0, 1, . . . , with parameters r.0 and 0\q\1.
The mean and standard deviation of  are

with mean and variance given by
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with 0\m \s2 . It is convenient to reparameterize the
negative binomial distribution in terms of its mean and
standard deviation as Neg-Bin(m , s ). For a desired
mean m and standard deviation s , the parameters r
and q in (45) can be computed by inverting (46):
r=

ð42bÞ

We define a discretized log-normal random variable
x;Log-N (mx , sx , Dx ), with pmf
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